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ANALYSIS OF SPURIOUS MODES XI MAGNET POWER SUPPLY

Abstract

The resonant frequencies of the magnet power supply are
investigated. Xt is found that there are eleven resonant nodes

An addition to the desired mode of operation with six additional

resonant frequencies. From measurenents of the choke model.
it appears that the frequencies of some of the spurous nodes
may lie in the sane range as the desired node of operation.
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The basic circuit of the magnet powez supply is shown
below.
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In the desired mode of operaton, the voltage of each

complete unit la sero (vn0). The curren* • in each unit are

identical (1n"1m)-

Then , [ioLn +xe]- i, za == •
anc

Km is the coupling coerficient between current 2m and 
roltage in choke 1.

E2" •

N la nunber of complete units.
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The resonant frequency of the fundamental mode 18 given bya

L,, ~ st cJC -
oL,,

cl,[0L -Sc + 42*) - 2[-2y-)-c
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For a spurious mode the voltages of oach unit will be related

in phase so as bo maka the total ring voltage zero. In the spurious

modes Ibero will be no current in the magnet.
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Then

i,fl + c3 N

+ io L, 2 2C “ m a Mue mdo
= o

i, {ol, -3 + •
N ime 1C

Since K, e K,," M-m+/ by symmetry

oL,

G
1 +2 «_czwemeo "

By inspoction It 1s soen that a poscbility existe of having

G,=4, for some values of "a and

Far the numercal interpretation of the analysis, we assume 
the values faxea by the present power supply deaign : C =3/3 SpF, 

L, - 40 „H ana L - L, 1 ,4 2 u,) - 250.. u ;
•2 F 70

and furthermore we use the following
ctentse , 66 , a,.- 5 neasured coupling

«,-.42,K.-344,--33, €,-.32
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valid fr our 12-unit choke mode with reduced gay width 

<• .34= instead or 1•).

It is obvious that we can perform the frequency mapping of
the epurious nodes. Therefore, we.cnlculat the ratio

war. (*„)-4,(cy* represents the resonant frequenoy tor

one choke unt with Le» an arbitrary G, and where all the other 
nolle are open circuite. Thia la only useful for the present
choke ncdel where we do not need to annart in orer to

investigate the spurious mode frquencies. For the final design.

the ratio of the spurious mode frequencies 4, to the fundamental
la needed, and we have the •gution

Gp c5 — "‘ee ‘E) *
Using both equations and the above valves, we get the follov-

ing tablet

P 4,44 2,40 3,9 4,8 5,7 6
•e ta 4.99

2 4.23 2.2a 2.64 3.094. as 2.aa
Xnlarglng the choke"s gap from 9-34" to 1" • we try to 

estimate the new coupling coefficient. In order to do this, we
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ansune that far ear ring shaped choke the leakage flux d varies 
1k. d2~ (Av) caw la a =agnetomotave forca) arcuna the

scircuference, and we knew that 

ike expransan K = cosom

~R,d So we find

for the couplins ccefficient as

a funetion of position m round ike ring, nnd Q la a
constant proportional le magnetie reluetance ar gap width- We 

find fairly good agreement will the meazured E-valuen- The new 

gap la 3 tines bigger. so we multiply o by a factor ef three, 
ana the new net or K-valuen la : k u 1, k, „= .5^51 ¥, m . 27 
K,,-2#,«-076,*,-047 4-02.

Using the new X-values and the above values for cirauit

elements, we have mgain

P <.11 3,9 4,8
1.4 4.36

2, fo 4

.155 1.01 1^^

Ir the 1* gap ohoke model was scnled from rail size choke.

we notce the close coincidence of the t or ^0 modes

with the fundamental one
Ir a spurious node la degenerate vith lbw fundamental mode.

appregiable pover may be produced la the spurous mode by relatively
small imperfections in ike system-
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The effect of s variation in the capncity C may be calculated

as a farst order effeat. A varimtion of eapacity 
equivalent to adding a current cenerator I = V. GJAC

is
at that

point. V, la Abe voltage ncross Abe oapacity Aw to Aho funda- 

mental mode. By a Yourier analysis, Abe oomponent or Abe current

cenerator la eaeb mode le i,-N-
probwaed la a degenerate moe le then

(4
ty

The woltage

•-8 = *%4
G, as Abe Q of Abe spurious mode.

The ratio or power la Aho spuraous mode to power la funda-

mental mode la given by

* Q
P

if all are aba by a r.m,m. value aC an a randon

manner, the power la the spurious mode will be Ancreaned bz a 

factor N. Alee there trill probably be two spurious modes bay 

erate tri th Abe fundamental mode, whiah will Anerease the additional

power required by a factor of 2.
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Then A - 2 •Fe(4) ‘
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It s seen that if the Q vulues are highe small changes in
oapacit •a sgnifacantly inarenne the power dianipatinn•

END 1
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